Improve quality of care. Maximize performance.

Salient ACO provides healthcare teams with unmatched visibility into their beneficiary populations and
organization performance. Salient ACO understands the most important measures of cost and risk that are vital
to your ACO achieving its goals.

The Visibility You Need. Right Now.
Salient ACO pulls data from existing sources and presents it in easy-to-use, drillable dashboards; giving instant
insight into your ACO’s:
•
•
•
•

Financial Performance
Attribution Management
Quality Measures
Utilization rates for inpatient and ER episodes of care.

Know Who’s Helping and Who’s Hurting ACO Performance.
Quickly see which TINs and beneficiaries need the most attention and what actions can be taken to manage
risk, reduce spending, and check off GPRO measures.

Achieve Shared Savings & Distribute it Fairly
Eliminate the economic uncertainty inherent in an enterprise made up of hundreds of providers, multiple
complex services, and thousands of participants. Adjust for risk and other variables to attract and retain
providers with a fair method for distributing shared savings earnings.

Up and Running in No Time.
Try Salient ACO risk-free for 60 days at no cost. We can have your solution up and running within two weeks of
receiving CMS data.

“Salient ACO stands alone in its ability to bring together all sources of timely
patient data so providers can take action rapidly and make a meaningful
impact on both the quality of care as well as the cost of care.
This level of actionable insight is absolutely necessary for an ACO to
achieve shared savings and move quickly toward accepting increased
levels of risk.”
Dr. Hymin Zucker
Chief Medical Officer
Triple Aim Development Group
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The Salient ACO database updates immediately after data arrives from the CMS.
Data Type

Update Frequency

CMS Prospective Attribution

Quarterly

CMS Retrospective Attribution

Annually

CMS Claim Sharing Status

Monthly

Medicare Claims

Monthly

ACO Benchmark

Annually

Chronic Conditions

Monthly

ACO Claim Sharing Preferences

Monthly

National Provider Information

Monthly

Turnkey Solution

Cloud-based

Have your solution ready in as little as two weeks –
on your desktop, tablet and phone.

No software installation required.

Drillable Dashboards
Display data in the way that meets your ACO’s needs and
present each user with the data that’s relevant to their role.

Point-and-Click Simplicity
Intuitive user-friendly design allows anyone to get
immediate answers.

Intelligence on Demand
Data is accessible immediately and processing is
essentially instantaneous.

Built to Scale
No limitations on data, transactions, or number of users.

Fully Secure & Compliant
Fully HIPAA-Compliant, 2-step verification login, certified
hosting includes built-in redundancy and DR protocols.

Up and Running in No Time.
Try Salient ACO risk-free for 60 days at no cost. We can
have your solution up and running within two weeks of
receiving CMS data.

About Salient
Salient Management Company offers business and government a new solution for efficient
management. Drawing on diverse data from multiple sources, Salient technology measures
how business activity creates value, quality, financial efficiency, and productivity, while the
user interface eliminates barriers to using this knowledge for continuous process improvement.
Salient is a worldwide provider of advanced performance management and decision support
systems for a wide range of industries and the public sector. Founded in 1986, Salient today
serves more than 115,000 users in 61 countries.
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